Securiton AG is a successful security technology company with around 800 employees, its headquarters in Switzerland and a wide range of global locations. It is part of the Securitas Group, the Swiss market leader for security services and systems. More than 16,000 employees guarantee high quality and consistency with their extensive knowledge, innovation and motivation.

Our international market presence is rapidly growing. You could take part in this expansion by becoming our future

**Technical Writer (80 - 100% // m/f)**

With your documentation on demanding fire alarm technologies, you make existing knowledge tangible

In this newly formed role, you create documentation (in English) such as design guides, white papers, professional articles, presentations and other material to promote our special fire detection systems used in different industries and applications worldwide. You collect and exploit market information from various industries and application standards. In addition, you support the training of our technical and sales staff in our Sales International department and our partner network.

You have completed a technical education, gained some experience over several years in the technology sector (e.g. capital goods, production and technology) and in interdisciplinary projects. Furthermore, you have the aptitude to communicate adequately for various audiences. But even if you have a technical background, creativity is your asset and the use of language your passion. As you work in an international environment, you are aware of the importance of different cultures and enjoy interacting with people from almost all continents. You will be key member in our small but growing team.

This position offers an opportunity for some international travel. Your command of English is excellent and you can follow a discussion in German. If you happen to speak other languages as well, you will have a distinct advantage.

Certainly, you will have some questions, but you also get clear answers from us. You can reach Véronique Regli, HR Business Partner, in Switzerland at +41 (0)58 910 11 11.

We look forward to receiving your application (CV, testimonials) which you can simply submit via the application button.

Securiton AG
Human Resources
Véronique Regli
Alpenstrasse 20
3052 Zollikofen

http://www.securiton.ch

Jetzt bewerben